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GOD IS THE

But You have seen, for You observe trouble and grief, to repay it by Your hand. The helpless commits himself to You; You are the helper of the fatherless. Psalm 10:14
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Steven Curtis Chapman kneels in front of
16-year-old Killiam James and slowly shares
through a translator the words of the song
he’s about to play. “What can wash away
my sin? Nothing but the blood of Jesus.”
Pausing to compose himself, he continues
sharing with the stone-faced child, “What
can make me whole again? Nothing but the
blood of Jesus.”

Christian singer Steven Curtis Chapman
ministers to African orphans,
victims of war and HIV.

“Oh! Precious is the flow that makes me
white as snow,” Steven finishes speaking the
classic words that ring with new clarity and
begins singing the timeless hymn, letting
the young man know that God can forgive
him for the lives he has taken.
With his song finished and the melody still
hanging in the humid air, Steven puts down
his guitar and lays hands on Killiam. With
a sense of urgency, the singer begins to pray
for healing and restoration for this young
murderer, a victim of a senseless war.
This wasn’t a typical performance for internationally known Christian singer/songwriter who is used to playing in sold-out
auditoriums back in America. It is rather
a time of enlightenment about and investment in the thousands of children in northern Uganda who have been forced into an
evil army they don’t understand.
Killiam, like thousands of other children, was
kidnapped seven years earlier from his village by the treacherous rebel terrorist forces
known as the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA).
The LRA kidnaps and brainwashes children.
They are motivated through incredible fear
and a blend of Christianity and black magic.
The LRA’s recruiting technique involves
kidnapping children by raiding their homes
at night, often having the children torture
and execute their parents and then training
them to become killers.

Despite their dangerous journey and the uncertainty of their safety at a local shelter, the young “night commuters” spend
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time worshipping and praying with Steven Curtis Chapman.

Killiam was forced to beat his uncle to death
when the man became weary and unable to
keep up after their initial kidnapping. He
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Mary Beth Chapman comforts a young
orphan in northern Uganda.
shared how, as new recruits, they were forced
to sleep with the corpses of those they had
killed to desensitize them. His subsequent
years were spent murdering and stealing as
they traveled in small groups throughout
the bush of northern Uganda.
Since 1994, over 34,000 boys and girls have
been abducted to fill the rebel army ranks
and used as sex slaves. The LRA’s unrealistic
desire is to control all of Uganda and then
implement a Ten Commandments-ruled
government. Their tactics and techniques
are, however, completely contradictory to
the commands of God.
Formed 19 years ago and directed by Joseph
Kony, the LRA has displaced nine out of ten
people in northern Uganda with their constant threat of attack. They call themselves
a Christian army, while also claiming Islam
association. They do this in order to maintain acceptability and funding from Muslim
terrorist organizations.

Shaohannah Chapman upstages her dad while he
sings for children in the terrorized Kitgum region,
here at a school and at an orphanage, right.
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Because of the constant threat of terror and
destruction brought on these communities, an unnatural phenomenon takes place
every evening in northern Uganda. As the
sun sets and the red dust roads begin to
quiet down, thousands of children, fearing
abduction from invading LRA rebels, begin
a nightly trek to find some sort of security
in the town centers.
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A visiting team from CC Bangor, Maine,
put up the extensive border of wired fencing. The team of nine men spent three
weeks volunteering their services in very
dangerous conditions. “There were only
about six hours a day when it was safe to
work because the LRA kept trying to stop
its progress,” said Ed. “We are so grateful to
Pastor Ken Graves and his church for their
help and support on this project. Ken has
been here several times, spending time with
the children and ministering to them.”
In addition to participating in these children’s lives by providing sanctuary, FRM has
also seized the opportunity to tell the world
what is happening to them.
Steven and Scott Hasenbalg pray with Killiam James, a recent escapee from the LRA.
While their families stay home
in the villages to protect what
little they own, the children
walk, some for miles, to the
towns’ bus stops, schools, hospitals, or any place where they
stake claim to an area of concrete on which they can find
rest until the safety of daylight arrives. The competition
for a place is often intense as
thousands of children gather
searching for the same security. Seeking safety in numbers
is the strategy being taken by
these young victims.

Plans for a new orphanage are displayed. It is
funded in part by Shaohannah’s Hope and FRM.

This routine is replayed every
evening. Their fears are not
exaggerated as over 12,000 children have
been abducted and turned into soldiers and
sex slaves over the past two years alone.

Networking with like-minded friends,
FRM recently took a team from the United
States on a tour of this affected area. The
team included musical artist Steven Curtis
Chapman and his family, as well as Kerry
Hasenbalg, who has spent the past several
years introducing and reminding politicians
in Washington D.C. of this tragedy happening in eastern Africa.
Steven, who has often used his broad influence in the United States to promote adoption, promised the children affected by this
tragedy that he would tell America their story.
While he has had audience in the past with
such influential leaders as President George
W. Bush, he reiterated, “Ultimately it is God
we trust in to meet the needs here. People
here in northern Uganda might sometimes
feel as if God has left them. But God’s heart
breaks for them,” he noted.

Wes, “and he has given us permission to protect his kids.” With this in mind, construc- His family and several others spent their
tion recently began on a facility to be used as evenings with the children at a school in
a secure sanctuary for the children to come Kitgum. Every evening it turns into a beeto at night.
hive of young bodies jostling for a spot to
“The LRA is one of the world’s largest terlay their heads until morning. A small trickrorist organizations,” stated Wes Bentley, of Over two miles’ length of razor wire was put le of kids coming onto the school grounds
Far Reaching Ministries (FRM). “This is up surrounding the property. FRM hopes becomes a swarm as darkness overtakes the
an enemy that the world is just beginning to safely house up to 5,000 children and school and a tense anticipation that anyto acknowledge. This is something we need women every night at the facility. “We take thing could happen fills the air.
seriously the call to take care of widows and
to change.”
orphans in their time of need,” shared Ed As the children gathered, the team passed
FRM has been active for a decade in this Gaunt, of FRM. “And if there ever was a out glow-in-the-dark toys, and everyone enpart of Uganda and its northern neighbor, time of need, this is it.” The property al- joyed a time of play. After the school became
Sudan, and is now reaching out to the chil- ready contains existing structures, which will full, the children were gathered together in
dren affected by this rebel war. “I have met initially be used for housing and eventually the pitch darkness. Steven and several local
with President Museveni of Uganda,” said grow into a teaching and church facility.
Christian musicians led the kids in worship,
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Steven and his daughter are moved by the resilience of the children, joyful despite the horror and difﬁculty of life in Kitgum.

accentuated by the children’s clapping, hand
motions, and dancing with every song.

While the presence of God remains with
the children of Uganda, the invitation still
remains for the church of God to respond
Also participating with the team was Pastor to this generation of children
Brian Kelly, of CC Kampala, who was hum- wise enough to worship in their
bled by the sight of these hundreds of chil- time of need, yet frail enough
dren devoutly worshiping. “To realize that to seek refuge in the company
these kids are gathered here because of the of other children.
threat of kidnapping or death, and yet able
to worship wholeheartedly, is an amazing
thing to experience.” Melodies familiar to
most of the group were sung in a tongue
that they couldn’t understand—but in a
spirit they could.
“In America we do all we can to avoid discomfort,” contemplated Steven. “And sadly
this lack of suffering has led us to missing
out on the presence of God.”

Uganda is located south of Sudan.
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